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This paper is concerned with calculating the tangential shear stress and the torque 
required to turn the inner shaft of concentric annuli having a laminar flow with 
simultaneously developing tangential and axial boundary layers. The nondimensional 
governing equations have been numerically solved over a wide range of the annulus 
radius ratio (N=0.5 - 0.95) and the ratio of the square of Reynolds nurnber to Taylor 
number (Re2/Ta=0.3 - 10). The results clarify the effect of these two controlling 
pararneters ( N  and Re2/Ta) on the torque and show that the assumption of whole- 
channel fully developed flow leads to a considerable underestimation of the values of 
the torque. 
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1. Introduction 

Fluid flow between concentric cylinders with 
inner rotating walls is of practical importance in 
many industrial applications. In the field of electric 
motors  and generators ,  knowledge of the  
hydrodynamic features of such fluid flow is needed to 
limit the rotor temperature to less than the maximum 
allowable value. In the fields of axial flow pumps, 
mixers and other rotary n~achines, the study of this 
type of flow can assist in estimating the performance 
of such machines and the torque required to rotate 
them. In addition to other applications in the fields of 
journal bearings, fiber coating and paper manufactur- 
ing, there are suggestions of possible future applica- 
tions for compact rotary heat exchangers and combus- 
tion chambers. These possible future applicatio~is 
depend on the phenomenon that when the rotational 
speed of the inner cylinder becomes sufficiently large, 
centrifugal forces cause the fluid to be moved radially 
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outward and Taylor vortices appeart1). These vortices 
can enhance significantly the rates of heat transfer 
and momentum transportation in the system. On the 
other hand, provided laminar flow conditions prevail, 
it is l~nown(~) - (~)  that the heat transfer characteristics 
are slightly affected by the inner cylinder rotation. 

The flow of a viscous fluid in the entry region of 
an annulus with a rotating inner cylinder has three 
sin~ultaneously developing hydrodynamic boundary 
layers. Two of these boundary layers are related to 
the axial velocity component. They develop on the 
inner and outer walls of the annulus. The third 
boundary layer is relevant to the tangential (azimuth- 
al) velocity component and develop on the inner 
rotating cylinder. A ~ t i l l ( ~ ) * ( ~ )  investigated the develop- 
ment of these boundary layers experi~nentally and by 
means of a momentum-integral analysis ; he devel- 
oped an empirical stability criterion for the transition 
of tangentially developing flows from the laminar 
regime to the secondary-laminar (Taylor-vortex) 
flow regime. This stability criterion is the Taylor 
nurnber based on the tangential boundary-layer dis- 
placement thickness rather than on the annular gap 
width. A pertinent semi-empirical stability criterion 
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